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Emission of time-bin entangled particles into helical edge states
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We propose a single-particle source which emits into the helical edge states of a two-dimensional
quantum spin Hall insulator. Without breaking time-reversal symmetry, this source acts like a pair
of noiseless single-electron emitters which each inject separately into a chiral edge state. By locally
breaking time-reversal symmetry, the source becomes a proper single-particle emitter which exhibits
shot noise. Due to its intrinsic helicity, this system can be used to produce time-bin entangled pairs
of electrons in a controlled manner. The noise created by the source contains information on the
emitted wavepackets and is proportional to the concurrence of the emitted state.
PACS numbers: 73.23.-b, 72.10.-d, 73.50.Td, 03.65.Ud
Introduction. Control over quantum-coherent electron
transport on the single-particle level1 promises benefits
in a variety of research areas ranging from quantum
computation2 to quantum metrology3. In this spirit,
much research was focused on electronic few-particle
processes, probing the statistics of the involved charge
carriers4–7. The required electron waveguides are usually
provided by the chiral edge states which arise in the quan-
tum Hall regime8. Devices of particular interest are syn-
chronized emitters which permit the on-demand creation
of coherent few-particle states9–11. Different means of
realizing a single-electron source (SES) were investigated
theoretically12–14, as well as experimentally15–19, notably
the SES provided by a mesoscopic capacitor12,14,15.
In this Rapid Communication, we propose an anal-
ogous SES in a system where the waveguides are
provided by the helical edge states given in a two-
dimensional quantum spin Hall insulator, a topologically
nontrivial state of matter which recently received much
attention20–23. The helicity refers to the fact that par-
ticles related by time-reversal symmetry (TRS) occupy
different channels which propagate in opposite directions
(cf. Fig. 1). These channels are topologically protected
from backscattering as long as TRS is preserved.
An immediate consequence of substituting chiral with
helical waveguides is the involvement of TRS-related
partners termed Kramers pairs. This allows us to in-
vestigate entanglement which is in itself an intrigu-
ing manifestation of nonlocality in quantum mechan-
ics, as well as a resource for quantum computation2.
In this Rapid Communication, we show that the pro-
posed SES, due to its intrinsic helicity, can be used to
create time-bin entanglement24,25 between two spatially
separated parties26. Our proposal exploits helical edge
states not only for detection27,28, but for creation of
entanglement29. The zero temperature shot noise cre-
ated by the proposed source provides a measure for this
entanglement.
Single-electron source. The proposed SES, consisting
of a quantum dot (QD) tunnel coupled to extended edge
states by a quantum point contact (QPC), is sketched in
Fig. 1. In contrast to the extended edge states, which
are described by a continuous, linear dispersion relation,
FIG. 1. (color online). Helical single-electron source. A quan-
tum dot is tunnel coupled to helical edge states through a
quantum point contact of transmission D. A top gate (grey
shading) is used to vary the potential U(t) and thereby shift
the discrete levels of the quantum dot. Every time an energy
level is shifted above (below) the Fermi energy, an electron
(hole) is emitted into the edge states. The current that leaves
the source to the right (left) is labeled IR (IL) and φ denotes
a magnetic flux that threads the quantum dot.
the QD provides discrete edge state levels. A top gate
can be used to shift these energy levels with respect to
the Fermi energy, EF , defined by the population of the
extended edge states. Every time an energy level crosses
EF , an electron is emitted or absorbed by the QD, de-
pending on whether the level moves above or below EF .
If TRS is preserved, the levels in the QD come in Kramers
pairs which cross EF at equal times. Therefore, a parti-
cle is emitted into each channel at these times, a scenario
that corresponds to two copies of the analogous chiral
SES12,14. A qualitatively different source is obtained by
threading the QD with an Aharonov-Bohm (AB) flux
which locally breaks TRS, lifting the Kramers degener-
acy. Each level then crosses EF at a different time. Due
to spin-orbit coupling, the particles have a finite proba-
bility of flipping their spin in the emission process30,31,
which corresponds to a change in the propagation direc-
tion. The emitted particles are thus in a superposition
of left- and rightmovers, leading to entanglement as dis-
cussed below.
For a quantitative investigation of this device, we re-
sort to the non-interacting (Floquet) scattering matrix
approach32, which was shown to be a good approximation
for helical edge modes in quantum spin Hall systems33.
The frozen (in time) scattering matrix of the SES can be
2calculated as in Ref. 31 and reads (up to a global phase)
S =
(
Y− −d∗dσZ¯
−dd∗σZ¯ Y+
)
, (1)
where Y± = − |r|+ |d|2 Z± + |dσ|2 Z∓,
Z± =
ei(ϕ±φ)
1− |r| ei(ϕ±φ) , (2)
and Z¯ = Z+ − Z−. The amplitudes r, d, and dσ denote
reflection and transmission at the QPC, σ labels a spin
flip (change of propagation direction), and D = |d|2 +
|dσ|2 = 1−|r|2 is the total transmission probability. The
phase picked up during one round trip in the QD consists
of the AB phase φ and the dynamical phase ϕ = 2pi[E −
U(t)]/∆, where ∆ is the level spacing of the QD, U(t) the
time-dependent potential applied by the top gate and E
the energy of an incoming particle.
We first discuss the TRS preserving case of φ = 0.
In agreement with the absence of backscattering, S is
diagonal in this case. The diagonal elements correspond
to the scattering matrix of a chiral SES and they are
identical, due to the Kramers degeneracy.
In order to derive analytic results, we consider the adi-
abatic limit. There the scattering matrix changes over
timescales much larger than the dwell time τ = h/(∆D),
the time an electron stays in the cavity. For small trans-
mission D, the energy levels in the QD are well resolved
and the scattering matrix only deviates significantly from
unity around resonances (ϕ = 0). We therefore expand
S up to linear order in D and ϕ. Anticipating that the
driving potential, U(t), is well approximated as linear in t
around the relevant resonances, we expand ϕ up to linear
order in t. The diagonal entries of S then read9
Sc =
t− tE + iΓ
t− tE − iΓ , (3)
where the superscript c denotes the equivalence to the
chiral SES. The time of resonance at a particular energy
is determined by U(tE) = E and its duration is charac-
terized by
Γ =
D∆
4pi
(
dU
dt
)−1 ∣∣∣∣
t=tE
. (4)
Although Γ is in principle dependent on energy, we omit
an additional superscript E.
Current. At zero temperature, the emitted current can
be evaluated by34
Iα(t) = − ie
2pi
[
S(EF )
∂S†(EF )
∂t
]
αα
, (5)
where α stands for the scattering channel. For the single-
channel scattering matrix Sc, this leads to a Lorentzian
shaped current pulse every time an energy level crosses
EF
9
I(t) =
e
pi
Γ
(t− tEF )2 + Γ2
, (6)
where Γ is evaluated at tEF . The integral over one pulse
corresponds to a single elementary charge and the sign
of the current is determined by whether the level moves
above or below the Fermi energy [cf. Eq. (4)]. Preserving
TRS, the proposed helical SES therefore simultaneously
emits left- and rightmoving electrons or holes in a con-
trolled manner, acting like two copies of the chiral SES.
We next ask whether this source can emit particles
that are entangled. To this extend we turn to the case of
a finite AB flux that threads the QD and locally breaks
TRS. This lifts the Kramers degeneracy, such that each
energy level crossesEF at a different time. For a splitting
that is smaller than the level spacing, the magnetic flux
needs to be smaller than one flux quantum. For a QD
diameter of 1µm15, this indicates a magnetic field of the
order of 1 Gauss (10−4 Teslas).
Diagonalizing Eq. (1), the scattering eigenchannels (la-
belled ±) are
Sd = V
†SV ≈ diag{Sc−, Sc+}, V =
1√
D
(
|d| − dσd∗|d|
d∗
σ
d
|d| |d|
)
.
(7)
The entries are again of the chiral form and can be ap-
proximated by Eq. (3) with different emission times and
widths determined by U(tE±) = E ±∆φ/2pi and Eq. (4)
evaluated at tE±. The current in the eigenchannels of the
scattering matrix, I±, is therefore given by Eq. (6) with
the substitution tEF → t± = tEF± and Γ→ Γ± = Γ(tEF± ).
The current in the left- and rightmoving channels can
then easily be obtained using Eq. (5). Around the time
a rightmover crosses the Fermi energy it reads
I(t) =
(
IR
IL
)
=
e
piD
( |d|2
|dσ|2
)
Γ−
(t− t−)2 + Γ2−
. (8)
The current emitted by a leftmover crossing the Fermi
energy is obtained by substituting d↔ dσ and the index
− → +.
Applying an oscillating top gate potential which moves
one (split) Kramers pair above and below EF , the SES
can emit single particles and holes in a periodic man-
ner. The current that is created by the driving potential
U(t) = U0 + U1 cos(Ωt) is plotted in Fig. 2. The peaks
correspond to energy levels moving above EF , emitting
electrons, the dips denote hole emissions. The relative
height of the peaks in the different channels is solely de-
termined by the ratio of |d|2 to |dσ|2 [cf. Eq. (8)] and
the integral over the sum of the currents corresponds to
exactly one electron (hole) per peak (dip). By locally
breaking TRS, the proposed source therefore becomes a
proper single particle emitter. Allowing for spin flips in
the emission process, the emitted particles are in a su-
perposition of right- and leftmovers.
Noise. We continue the characterization of the source
by calculating its zero frequency shot noise at zero
temperature9. In the case of preserved TRS, the two
emitted particles are forced into different outputs by the
Pauli principle, leading to a noiseless source. If TRS is
3IL
IR
FIG. 2. (color online). Current emitted by a helical single-
electron source in the presence of an Aharonov-Bohm flux as a
function of time (arbitrary scale). The blue (solid) line shows
the excess current that flows to the right, red (dashed) denotes
the leftmoving current. At each of the four times an energy
level crosses the Fermi energy, an electron or hole is emitted
in a superposition of rightmover and leftmover. Parameters:
U0 = −∆/8, U1 = ∆/4, |d|
2 = 0.15, |dσ|
2 = 0.05, φ = pi/6.
broken, the probability of emitting two particles into the
same channel and therefore also the noise become finite.
The autocorrelated zero frequency noise can be written
as9
P = e
2Ω
2pi
∞∑
q=−∞
|q|
[∣∣∣∣{|SRL|2}q
∣∣∣∣
2
+
∣∣∣{S∗RRSRL}q∣∣∣2
]
,
(9)
where {· · · }q denotes the qth Fourier coefficient and Sβα
is the matrix element of Eq. 1 which relates the incoming
channel α to the outgoing channel β. Evaluating the
above expression to lowest order in Ω leads to P = Pe +
Ph, where
P i = e
2Ω
2pi
4 |d|2 |dσ|2
D2

1− 4Γ
i
−Γ
i
+[(
Γi+ + Γ
i
−
)2
+ t¯2i
]

 . (10)
Here i = e/h labels electron or hole emission and t¯ = t+−
t−. The noise vanishes as soon as there is no uncertainty
in how many particles propagate to which side. This
happens in the TRS preserving case (Γ− = Γ+ and t¯ = 0)
and if |d| or |dσ| is equal to zero. In both cases one
particle is emitted into each direction.
Equation (10) is equivalent to the noise generated by
two chiral sources, which have their outgoing channels
coupled by a QPC with transmission and reflection prob-
abilities |d|2 /D, |dσ|2 /D9,11. We therefore interpret the
noise as an interplay of exchange and partition noise35,
equivalent to a Hong-Ou-Mandel (HOM) setup36 where
two Fermions are sent to a beamsplitter with a time
difference9,11. In our case the beamsplitter is given by
the QPC, through which the source emits two particles
with time difference t¯.
If the top gate potential is linear throughout the emis-
sion of Kramers pairs, i.e. Γ− = Γ+ for electrons and
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FIG. 3. (color online). Zero temperature shot noise created
by the source as a function of the magnetic flux. At zero flux,
equality of the emission times forces the particles into different
outputs. For finite flux, the emission times differ and the noise
increases until it saturates when the emitted particles have no
overlap anymore. The noise is proportional to the concurrence
created per cycle. The inset shows the excess noise divided
by the zero temperature noise as a function of temperature.
Here: |d|2 = 0.15, |dσ|
2 = 0.05.
holes respectively, the noise generated by the electrons
is equal to the noise generated by the holes and can be
expressed solely as a function of the AB phase and the
transmission probabilities
Pe = Ph = e
2Ω
2pi
4 |d|2 |dσ|2
D2
φ2
(D/2)2 + φ2
. (11)
Note that electron and hole emissions can happen with
different velocities. The noise created by electron emis-
sion is plotted in Fig. 3.
Entanglement. To investigate entanglement, we con-
sider the case where one Kramers pair is linearly moved
above EF , U = ∆Ωt. Using an undisturbed Fermi sea,
denoted |0〉, as the incoming state leads to the outgoing
state13,14
|Ψout〉 = B†+B†− |0〉 , B± =
√
2Γ
h¯
∫ ∞
0
dEe
E
h¯
(it±−Γ)b±(E).
(12)
This state consists of a single electron in each scattering
eigenchannel on top of an undisturbed Fermi sea.
We now consider the entanglement between two spa-
tially separated parties, who respectively receive the left-
or rightmoving particles26. The last state consists of
terms where both electrons propagate in the same direc-
tion in addition to terms where one left- and one right-
mover is emitted. Since the particle number is separately
conserved for each channel, the subspaces of different par-
ticle numbers in a given channel have to be treated sepa-
rately and their respective entanglement summed up26,37.
Obviously the states where two particles propagate in the
same direction are not entangled. The remaining part of
4the state reads
|ΨLR〉 = 1
D
(
|d|2 |+L,−R〉+ |dσ|2 |−L,+R〉
)
, (13)
where |±〉L/R = B†L/R± |0〉 describes an electron emit-
ted at time t± into channel L/R and the operator
BL/R± is obtained by substituting b± → bL/R in B±,
cf.Eq.(12). The normalization is chosen such that the ab-
solute square gives the probability of finding an electron
in each channel. The entanglement of the last state can
be quantified by the concurrence38 emitted per cycle39,
which is the total concurrence times the probability of
finding this state
C = 2 |d|
2 |dσ|2
D2
(
1− |〈−| +〉|2
)
. (14)
The overlap integral |〈−| +〉|2 = 4Γ−Γ+/[(Γ−+Γ+)2+t¯2]
is equal for leftmovers and rightmovers. The last equa-
tion reaches the theoretical maximum of C = 1/239,40 for
|d| = |dσ| and well separated emission times, such that
〈−| +〉 = 0. In that case, Eq. (13) describes a Bell state
which is found with probability one half.
Note that an analogous discussion holds for holes when
moving a Kramers level pair below EF . Under optimal
conditions, the proposed source can thus emit pairs of
time-bin entangled particles on demand with the maxi-
mal production rate of half a Bell pair per cycle.
The concurrence per cycle is equal to the created noise
up to a constant factor, (pi/2Ωe2)P = C, providing a sim-
ple connection between a measurable quantity and the
created entanglement. Since the two quantities have their
origin in different properties of the emitted state, this re-
lation is not due to a fundamental connection of entangle-
ment and noise, but simply a result of current conserva-
tion. The concurrence results from the subspace where
one particle propagates in each direction, whereas the
noise is due to the particle number uncertainty in each
channel. However, being able to write the noise in terms
of the overlap of the emitted particles, i.e. in the form of
Eq.14, supports the analogy to a HOM experiment35 and
directly connects the noise to the emitted wavepackets.
Finite temperature. All the considerations in this sec-
tion hold as long as the temperature is smaller than the
energy scale over which the scattering matrix varies. In
our case this is determined by the level width. For a level
spacing ∆ ≈ 2.5K (as in the experiment of Ref. 15), this
implies kBT ≪ 500mK. In this regime, the current does
not change but the noise is modified and acquires a φ-
independent background. The excess noise PT is defined
as the total noise minus the noise measured when the
source is off and the magnetic flux is zero. This quan-
tity is proportional to the zero temperature shot noise at
all temperatures (see inset of Fig. 3). The shape of the
excess noise is therefore temperature independent.
Previous work41 indicates that the entanglement only
survives up to temperatures of the order of the driving
frequency. Experimentally, the adiabatic regime is there-
fore more challenging than the non-adiabatic regime,
where the emitted wavepackets have a different form14
and our results are only qualitatively valid. However,
since the shape of the excess noise as well as the concur-
rence depend only on the overlap of the emitted particles,
they are proportional to each other also in this regime.
Conclusions. We propose a SES which emits particles
into helical edge states. If TRS is preserved, this source
equals two copies of the known, noiseless chiral SES12,15.
Locally breaking TRS by applying an AB flux leads to
proper single-particle emission. Due to a finite spin flip
probability in the emission process, the emitted particles
are in a superposition state of left- and rightmovers and
the source becomes noisy. The resulting current correla-
tion can be accounted for by an interplay of exchange and
partition noise generated at the QPC through which the
source emits, analogous to a HOM experiment. It con-
tains information on the emitted wavepackets and only
depends on the applied AB flux and the transmission
probabilities.
Due to the intrinsic helicity, the particles are emitted
in a superposition of states which are separated in real
space. This leads to time-bin entanglement when emit-
ting single Kramers pairs. The concurrence created per
cycle is proportional to the noise, relating it to an exper-
imentally available quantity. Under optimal conditions,
the concurrence reaches the theoretical maximum which
corresponds to the emission of half a Bell pair per cycle.
Using the setup of Ref. 10, this entanglement could in
principle be used to maximally violate a Bell inequality.
Taking into account Coulomb interactions could lead
to interesting corrections to the results and possibly also
to additional applications for a mesoscopic capacitor in
the TI regime. Although the calculations are done in
the adiabatic regime, the results should qualitatively be
the same in the experimentally relevant non-adiabatic
regime, where finite temperatures have little effect.
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